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How to be a performance artist like Marina
Abramovic

Athens project trains Greek artists and the public in the “Abramovic Method”

by HANNAH MCGIVERN  |  14 March 2016
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Marina Abramovic is stepping out of the limelight for her latest performance art project. Her 716-

hour stint sitting motionless and silent in the atrium of the Museum of Modern Art in New York was

the main attraction of her 2010 retrospective at the museum, e Artist Is Present, which drew more

than 550,000 visitors. At the Benaki Museum in Athens, the Marina Abramovic Institute has partnered

with NEON, the non-profit organisation founded by the Greek collector and entrepreneur Dimitris

Daskalopoulos, to stage As One, a seven-week programme featuring 29 emerging Greek and

international performance artists (until 24 April). “I’m not here to show you my own work or to

perform, I’m here to be a delegate of my institute and legacy,” Abramovic said at the launch event on

10 March.

e programme is dedicated to the Belgrade-born artist’s preferred medium, long-durational

performance. Six Greek artists are performing for the full run, eight hours a day (ten on Fridays), six

days a week. Twenty-three others (18 Greek and five international) are presenting shorter

interventions of one to six days. ey were sel ected by Abramovic, the institute’s director Serge Le

Borgne and the artist Paula Garcia fr om among 320 artists born or based in Greece who responded

to NEON’s open call last year. e organisation is funding the project, which is described as its “biggest

and most ambitious” to date, filling the three floors of the Benaki Museum’s 8,200 sq. m Pireos Street

venue.
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“You have to teach the public to look at something where nothing much is happening,” says

Abramovic. “How can you have them coming straight from the streets, with phones, selfies, a million

things to do and see something like a girl just counting time, a turtle moving?” e Method is

strategically placed at the entrance to the museum, before visitors encounter odoris Trampas

demolishing a giant rock, Lambros Pigounis enduring subsonic vibrations and Virginia Mastrogiannaki,

the “human clock”, among others. “ e only thing that you have to do is be in the present,” Abramovic

says.

As One, which includes re-performances of two of Abramovic’s past works and a series of lectures

and workshops, continues the Marina Abramovic Institute’s travelling educational mission. e planned

$31m centre for time-based art in Hudson, New York, is still a long way from completion (a

Kickstarter campaign raised more than $650,000 to pay the architect Rem Koolhaas and his firm OMA

for the design). But the institute’s residencies in Sao Paulo and Sydney last year attracted more than

130,000 people. “ e building will one day be the headquarters but it’s not about coming to the

building,” Abramovic says. “I came to Greece and my dream is to go to Ukraine. I want to go to

difficult places wh ere we can be needed.”  

In a country grappling with the double crisis of economic recession and migration, performance art

now seems increasingly relevant, says NEON’s director Elina Kountouri. “At this particular time in

Athens, there’s a lot of activism and anxiety, stress and release. Performance evokes these kinds of

reactions fr om the audience. I thought it was the time to show this medium.” e Benaki Museum will

be open free of charge over extended hours to encourage visitors to return throughout the changing

programme. “It couldn’t work any other way for this kind of show, for Athens in crisis,” Kountouri

says.

e collaboration introduces both Greek artists and the public to the “Abramovic Method”. In January,

the six artists commissioned to perform long-durational works spent ten days in the Corinthian

mountains with the choreographer Lynsey Peisinger to complete “Cleaning the House”, Abramovic’s

crash course in sensory deprivation and physical control. Peisinger has also trained a small army of

facilitators to lead visitors through a less intensive set of activities at the Benaki Museum. 

e Method is less an interactive work of art than a primer for appreciating performance. Participants

must first deposit their personal belongings, including phones and watches, in lockers. ey pass

through three rooms of warm-up exercises (breathing, stretching) before putting on noise-cancelling

headphones and taking the hand of a facilitator. In silence, people walk in slow motion, lie on

barracks-style beds and stand with their eyes closed on low plinths. ey sit studying coloured squares,

sorting and counting piles of rice and lentils and, in pairs, sustaining the “mutual gaze” that moved

some to tears during e Artist Is Present.
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IN THE FRAME

Marina Abramović and Igor Levit mediate on silence
by THE ART NEWSPAPER  |  14 December 2015
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Artist Marina Abramović has collaborted with the Russian-German pianist Igor Levit for performance

piece that emphasises being “present”. In Goldberg (at the Park Avenue Armory until 19 December),

Abramović aims to show how a meditative state of silence can increase mental awareness and enrich

any experience, such as listening to music. “Everyone has a movie reeling in their mind, and the only

time you stop thinking is when you sneeze or have an orgasm,” the artist explained during a panel

discussion held a er the performance on Sunday, 13 December. 

Audience members are directed to surrender their electronics and other belongings in a locker and sit

silently for 30 minutes while wearing noise-cancelling headphones. en, a gong sounds and Levit

plays a 75-minute rendition of the 1741 composition Goldberg Variations, by Johann Sebastian Bach. 

At the panel, Abramović hinted that her next project might shi  the focus fr om classical music to

classic works of art. “You have these [masterpieces selling for millions of dollars], and [the people who

buy them] can sit with the painting by themselves in their homes,” said Abramović, “My hope is to

create a safe situation similar to [Goldberg] wh ere the participant can be together, alone and without

distractions, with a masterpiece, regardless of their income or status.”



Making the audience earn its Bach
Performance artist’s take
on ‘Goldberg Variations’
demands concentration
BY JASON FARAGO

‘‘They want to listen to Bach, so they
have to suffer,’’ Marina Abramovic said
with a laugh. Notorious for her severe
and physically demanding performanc-
es, she was being interviewed in the
midst of preparations for ‘‘Goldberg,’’
her largest project in New York since
‘‘Marina Abramovic: The Artist Is
Present,’’ a 2010 retrospective at the
Museum ofModern Art.
The new work is a characteristically

rigorous version of the ‘‘Goldberg’’
Variations, Bach’s intricate, ecstatic
solo-piano epic. While they have been
used in numerous dances, including a
Jerome Robbins ballet, it’s safe to say
the ‘‘Goldbergs’’ have never provided
the score for a production quite like this.
It marks Ms. Abramovic’s first foray in-
to classical music, and she admitted to
nerves. But this time, the nerves were
not from stage fright.
Ms. Abramovic, 69, may be the grand

master of public perseverance and self-
control, but she has stepped out of the
spotlight for ‘‘Goldberg,’’ which runs
through Dec. 19 in the Park Avenue Ar-
mory’s soaring drill hall. (She was last
seen there in 2013 as the ambiguous pro-
tagonist of Robert Wilson’s dreamlike,

semi-autobiographical ‘‘The Life and
Death ofMarina Abramovic.’’)
Instead, another performer will be on

display: theRussian-German pianist Ig-
or Levit, 28, who made an acclaimed
American debut at the Armory last year.
He will play on a stage of Ms. Abram-
ovic’s devising: a motorized platform
thatwill slowlymove from the far side of
the drill hall to the center, then turn a
single revolution as Mr. Levit goes
throughBach’s theme and 30 variations.
Hewill do so only after a new, improb-

able overture that could be described
with a single musical term: tacet. As
they arrive, audience members will be
asked to surrender their mobile phones,

watches and other electronic devices
before entering the drill hall, where they
will put on noise-cancelling headphones
and sit in cloth deck chairs designed to
Ms. Abramovic’s specifications.
The artist expects total concentra-

tion, so concertgoerswill sit, and sit, and
keep sitting, silently, until Mr. Levit’s
platform reaches its target and he be-
gins to play.
‘‘Most of the time I leave the public

complete freedom,’’ Ms. Abramovic
said. ‘‘With performances, you can
come for one second, three minutes, or
10 hours, it’s up to you. But here, it’s so
related to the 86 minutes of ‘Goldberg.’
We don’t have the choice, so the public
doesn’t have the choice either.’’
‘‘Goldberg’’ may be of a piece with

Ms. Abramovic’s recent practice, which
has foregone the almost superhuman

endurance of her early performances,
instead encouraging New Age-style
wakefulness. She came to prominence
in themid-1970s for unrehearsed actions
that combined oblique symbolism with
extreme physical risks.
In the autobiographical performance

‘‘Lips of Thomas,’’ from 1975, she cut her
stomach with a razor blade, flayed her
backwithawhipand layonacross of ice.
In otherworks she combedher hair until
her scalp bled or lay down in themidst of
a fire until she passed out or stood stock-
still while her collaborator and romantic
partner, the German artist Ulay, aimed
an arrowat her heart. (Lastmonth,Ulay
suedMs. Abramovic in theNetherlands.
He claims she has represented their
jointly conceived work as hers alone;
she strongly denies the assertion.)
‘‘Goldberg’’ applies Ms. Abramovic’s

method to the already quite disciplined
practice of classical piano, and to spectat-
orship itself. Being forced to sit in silence
— for anunspecified period—maybear-
duous, but being forced to surrender
one’s cellphone is an almost unthinkable

demand in today’s art world, in which
museums have reluctantly ended pro-
hibitionsonphotographsandperformers
now accept that their improvisations or
enduranceswill bemediated through the
lenses of ahundredcameraphones. (One
workingdefinition of performance art, as
distinguished from theater or dance or
music, might be that audiences are per-
mitted to take pictures.)
But even in the more regimented

space of the concert hall, the phone has
found a way of asserting itself. It is in-
creasingly common of late to see fellow
concertgoers checking Twitter between
themovements of a concerto, or switch-
ing on flashlights to fish for candies.
Turning the phone to vibrate is not

enough. As Sherry Turkle, a professor
at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, writes in her new book, ‘‘Re-
claiming Conversation,’’ the mere pres-
ence of a cellphone, even when not in
use, is enough to derail concentration
and depth of thought.
Ms. Abramovic’s confiscation is

meant to force listeners to confront
their dependence and find, if only for a
little while, a new sensation of focus.
‘‘I think the problem is the first 15

minutes,’’ Ms. Abramovic said. ‘‘After
that, you let it go. And then it’s just won-
derful. But those first 15 minutes are a
crisis moment.’’
Over the summer,Ms. Abramovic and

Mr. Levit took a break from prepara-
tions to teach a master class in one of
the Armory’s Tiffany-decorated ante-
rooms. The students, mostly high
schoolers, immediately understood the
appeal of phone-free performance. They
were seated on low-slung chairs similar
to those that await ‘‘Goldberg’’ listen-
ers, while Mr. Levit sat at a baby grand
piano and told the students he once
dreamed of being a guitarist. (He owns
two guitars, as well as a banjo.) Ms. Ab-
ramovic observed from a rocking chair
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and invited questions.

‘‘How do you deal with fame?’’ one
student asked.
‘‘Fame is a side effect of a lot of hard

work, but it’s not the goal,’’ she respond-
ed. ‘‘The most important is to be
humble. Such attachment to your ego,
which is so wrong. You’re here to stage
your art. He has the gift,’’ she said,
pointing at the genialMr. Levit, ‘‘but it’s
useless if you don’t share it.’’

There was a silence. Another student
lobbed her a softball: ‘‘What’s your fa-
vorite color?’’
‘‘Black,’’ she answered instantly,

pointing at the baggy floor-length shift
she wore. ‘‘Look at me! I look like a
cockroach!’’
That loosened the room up. The stu-

dents’ questions grew more pointed.
‘‘How do you think the audience will re-

act when you take their phones away?’’
one asked.
‘‘I love to torture audience!’’ Ms. Ab-

ramovic exclaimed. The students
giggled. But, she went on, she was un-
easy about how listenerswould respond
to such a requirement. It could be seen
as hostile.
She instructed the students to close

their eyes for five minutes and to do

their best to think of nothing. Everyone
obeyed. When the pause was over, Mr.
Levit played the Aria and the first 10
variations of ‘‘Goldberg,’’ with precise
yet sometimes puckish phrasing. He
permitted himself a few vocalizations: a
‘‘chukka-chukka-chukka’’ over some
runs in themiddle of the third variation,
a ‘‘da!’’ at the end of the spirited fifth.
In the more imposing space of the

drill hall, Mr. Levit will play for an audi-
ence that will have been sitting silently,
expectantly, for much longer than five
minutes. (How long, exactly, the artists
would not disclose.)
Asked if he worried about the

heightened expectations thatmay come
with ‘‘Goldberg,’’ Mr. Levit brushed
aside any concern. ‘‘I’m never nervous
about an audience,’’ he said. ‘‘Whatever

I’ve done so far, when you’re honest
with the audience, when you don’t act
like someone you’re not, if you share
with the audience, then the whole thing
is going to work out. In the end, it’s
about the piece, and ‘Goldberg’ speaks
for itself.’’
In the master class, as Mr. Levit wen-

ded his way through Bach’s variations,
almost all of the students saw that hon-

esty.One fell asleep, but the rest listened
closely. Asked whether the preparation
helped them focus, they all said yes.
‘‘The music actually carried my think-
ing, in some way,’’ one said. ‘‘Like, it
mademe think, and changedme.’’
Another student had a more physical

reaction, one that made Ms. Abramovic
smile: ‘‘I was listening so intently,’’ he
said, ‘‘that I forgot to breathe.’’



MICHAEL KIRBY SMITH FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES; THE MARINA ABRAMOVIC ARCHIVES, LEFT; DA PING LUO, RIGHT

The performance artist Marina Abramovic and the pianist Igor Levit at the Park
Avenue Armory, where they are collaborating on ‘‘Goldberg,’’ her largest project in
New York since 2010. Left, lockers and headphones from a previous Abramovic installation.
Ms. Abramovic and Mr. Levit discussing their project with students at the Armory.
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"SU�IPVTF
At her star-shaped home in the New York countryside, the performance artist Marina Abramovic has created a    calming  minimalist retreat. 

By Anabel Cutler.

The exterior Star House is an ever-evolving project. ‘A few months ago we painted the wooden facade in 

dark grey. We opened an entire wall with glass and painted the barn bright red [pictured, p89],’ 

Abramovic says. ‘I call it Marlboro red – it changes with the light. Against the green grass it’s like a painting.’

The barn acts as a practice space and the headquarters of the Marina Abramovic Institute, 

where the artist runs ‘consciousness-raising exercises’.
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*
t took me around 30 seconds to make up my
mind to buy Star House,’ the performance artist
Marina Abramovic says of her home in Malden 

Bridge, New York State. The house, which is in the 
shape of a six-pointed star, had languished on the 
market for five years before she snapped it up for 
$1.25 million in 2007.

Too avant-garde for American sensibilities, it 
spoke to the artist on many levels. ‘I was brought 
up in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, a communist country, 
so the star is a potent symbol for me,’ Abramovic, 
68, explains. ‘It is on my birth certificate; it was on 
all my textbooks in school.’ 

It has also been a recurring theme in her work. 
Performances have seen her lying in a burning star 
(nearly dying of asphyxiation in the process), and 
carving a star in the flesh around her navel in what 
she refers to as an anti-communist act. Abramovic, 
whose work explores the boundaries of the body 
and mind, has spent four decades putting herself  
through trials most people would pay to avoid. 

She became a cultural sensation with her 2010 
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The terraced seating area and swimming pool lie to the west of the house, making the most of the early evening sun. 

The central atrium forms a polygon, and the white walls of the two-storey stairwell are entirely unadorned. 

The study ‘I hate coffee-table books that don’t get used,’ Abramovic says. ‘I only keep books out if I’m reading them.’





show Marina Abramovic: The Artist Is Present, 
at the Museum of Modern Art (Moma) in New 
York. The show involved Abramovic sitting 
motionless and silent for up to nine and a half  
hours a day (no eating, no toilet breaks) for three 
months while members of the public queued up to 
sit opposite her. It broke attendance records at 
Moma, attracting 850,000 visitors – including 
Björk, Isabella Rossellini and Sharon Stone. Most 
recently Abramovic art-directed Givenchy’s spring/
summer 2016 fashion show, last month.

It is the physically and emotionally demanding 
nature of her work that led Abramovic to seek 
refuge in the country, away from her apartment in 
Soho, New York City. ‘I moved to Manhattan from 
Amsterdam, and knew within two years that the 
place would kill me if I didn’t have somewhere to 
escape to,’ she says. The 26-acre plot that Star 
House sits atop, complete with woods and a river, 
was a perfect salve. ‘The river is a life force. The 
house has an unbelievably peaceful energy. It’s a 
place to rehearse, rest and think between projects.’ 

A*O�.BOIBUUBO FWFSZUIJOH�JT�HFOFSJD��*�IBUF�BMM�UIJT�/PSEJD�GVSOJUVSF��*�CSPXTF�BOUJRVF�
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The crystal cave is empty but for a quartz crystal, which Abramovic believes radiates positive energy. ‘I’m very interested in things that our rational 

brains can’t explain. There are lots of things that science proves later on that spirituality has actually practised for a long time.’ 

The dining room The table is by Cappellini (cappellini.it), and the 18th-century candelabra are from a Catholic church in Mallorca, Spain. ‘In 

Manhattan everything is generic. I hate all this Nordic furniture. I browse antique shops in Hudson for original Italian and French pieces.’



That said, the decor and gardens needed paring 
down to comply with Abramovic’s minimalist 
aesthetic. She contacted the New York architect 
Dennis Wedlick, who designed the original 3,400sq 
ft house for a heart surgeon in the 1990s so that he 
and his three adult children could all have an equal 
and private space. (Each of the four bedrooms on 
the third floor occupies a different point of the star; 
the two bathrooms are in the remaining points.) 
The family’s taste was fussy, and Abramovic tasked 
Wedlick with stripping everything back: columns 
that were not supporting walls or ceilings were 
removed; interior walls were painted white; and the 
wooden floors were refinished in a natural colour. 

The clean white interiors are brought to life with 
pops of colour provided by sculptural vintage fur-
niture Abramovic picked up in Hudson’s antique 
shops. ‘I find that colours like red, blue and orange 
make me feel happy,’ says the artist, who often uses 
colour to punctuate her performance pieces. 

Now Abramovic uses the house as a retreat, a 
work space and the headquarters of the Marina 

Abramovic Institute – or MAI – where she work-
shops ‘consciousness-raising exercises’ that range 
from slow-motion walking and sitting in the forest 
blindfolded to counting grains of rice and meditat-
ing inside a ‘crystal cave’. A few years ago Lady 
Gaga came to stay and immortalised the MAI 
experience in a video. 

When we speak, Abramovic has just been train-
ing the performers she has chosen for the Givenchy 
show, who will be standing on high platforms for 
four hours. ‘If  you want to perform somewhere 
for four hours, you have to really train. Where is 
your body? Where is your mind?’ Abramovic spent 
two years training for the Moma show and believes 
strongly in the positive power of changing con-
sciousness. ‘I have a hut by the river where I can 
retreat. I sometimes go there for six days without 
any food and I never come to the house. I wash in 
the river; I don’t read, just write. The transform-
ation is amazing,’ she says. ‘I could change my 
apartment in New York easily, but not this house. 
I feel incredibly peaceful here.’ mai-hudson.org



�A5IF�SJWFS�JT�B�MJGF�GPSDF��5IF�IPVTF�IBT�BO�VOCFMJFWBCMZ�QFBDFGVM�FOFSHZ��
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The master bedroom ‘I like functional things and am always clearing out. I have two hangars on my land full of stuff from all my shows 

and my life. They are hidden from the house, which I like to keep completely bare. The Japanese do this to great effect – they 

all have big storage spaces and constantly change their environment; they may have a vase that they bring out in winter and another 

for summer.’ Abramovic adds, ‘I don’t like to hang paintings on the walls. I’m an artist and I need white space to think.’
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Creating art in an empty space
LONDON

For new show in Britain,
Marina Abramovic has
removed all of her props
BY ROSLYN SULCAS

‘‘They warned me that most of the time
I would be looking at an empty chair,’’
said the performance artist Marina Ab-
ramovic, recounting the lead-up to the
2010 retrospective of her work, ‘‘The
Artist is Present,’’ at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, where she sat
motionless, six days a week, seven
hours a day, looking straight at whoever
sat down opposite her.
Little did they know that chair would

almost never be empty. Over half a mil-
lion people visited the exhibition. By the
time the show closed, Ms. Abramovic
was no longer just a pioneering perfor-
mance artist, but a celebrity.
On Wednesday, Ms. Abramovic, 67,

opened ‘‘512 Hours,’’ her first perfor-
mance work since ‘‘The Artist is
Present’’ at the Serpentine Gallery
here. This time there is no chair. ‘‘There
is just me,’’ Ms. Abramovic said. ‘‘And
the public. It is insane what I try to do.’’
The idea of ‘‘512 Hours,’’ named for

the length of time Ms. Abramovic will
spend in the gallery over the duration of
the exhibition (running through Aug.
25), is both simple and radical. There
will be nothing in the Serpentine galler-
ies except lockers, where visitors will
put their bags and electronic devices.
Ms. Abramovic, as well as an assistant,
Lynsey Peisinger, and several museum
guards will be there. What will happen
next, no one quite knows. At a press pre-
view on Monday, she led people indi-
vidually to a blank wall, whispered a
time in their ears, and left them there.
But she said this was not necessarily

whatwould happen in the space later. ‘‘I
honestly don’t know; I don’t have a
plan. That is the point,’’ she said in an in-
terview at the house that she is sharing
with her assistants during the London
show. ‘‘The idea is that the public are

mymaterial, and I am theirs. I will open
the gallery myself in the morning and
close it at 6 p.m. with my key. I want to
understand how I can be in the present
moment, be with the public.’’
Ms. Abramovic, who has long black

hair and almost spookily unlined,
creamy skin, was born in Belgrade, in
the former Yugoslavia, to parents who
were partisan heroes duringWorldWar
II. She has lived most of her adult life in
the west, and speaks a throaty, lightly
accented English. She said that she had
been invited to the Serpentine, a small
museum in the middle of Kensington
Gardens that is mostly dedicated to ex-
perimental work, almost 17 years ago.
(‘‘Everything takes forever in my life,’’
she declared dramatically.)
When she and the gallery’s co-curat-

ors, Julia Peyton-Jones and Hans Ulrich
Obrist, finally fixed upon a date, she
thought that shemight show little-known
early works, or sound pieces. ‘‘Then one
night, in the middle of the night, I woke
up thinking, this is wrong,’’ she said. ‘‘I
must do something really radical, there
is no time to lose. I had this vision of an
empty gallery, nothing there.’’
The word ‘‘nothing’’ has proved a

problematic one. Two weeks ago, the
Guardian newspaper reported that a
number of American art historians and
curators had written to Mr. Obrist, ac-
cusingMs.Abramovic and the gallery of
failing to acknowledge thework ofMary
Ellen Carroll, a New York-based con-
ceptual artist who has been working on
a project called ‘‘Nothing’’ since 2006,
when she went to Argentina with only
her passport, and spent six weeks trav-
eling there.
‘‘There is a long and interesting rela-

tionship between art and nothingness,’’
saidMr. Obrist in a telephone conversa-
tion. ‘‘There are many people — John
Cage, Yves Klein, GustavMetzger, Yoko

Ono, Joseph Beuys—who have worked
with this idea, including Mary Ellen
Carroll. Of course we take that serious-
ly.’’
‘‘From my point of view, it’s difficult

for anyone to claim nothing,’’ Ms. Ab-

ramovic said dryly. ‘‘I think it’s amisun-
derstanding anyway. It’s not that I’m
doing nothing, quite the opposite. It’s
just that there is nothing except people
in the space. But nowwe are getting let-
ters every day from people who did
nothing first. It seems to have become
something.’’
After ‘‘The Artist is Present’’ Ms. Ab-

ramovic said she found it difficult to
move on to another performance work.
She has been mostly concerned with
raising money for the Marina Ab-
ramovic Institute, a center for long-dur-
ational work in Hudson, N.Y., that will,
she hopes, bring figures from theworlds
of art, science and spirituality together
to help to change human consciousness
one participant at a time.
‘‘I set up such a high bar, I think

everyone was thinking that was it and
now I’d do my Institute,’’ Ms. Ab-
ramovic said. ‘‘And it is true that it was
so incredibly complete, I had to figure
out how to get out of that. The solution
was simple; to take away even the few
things I had there— the chair, the struc-
ture of sitting and looking.’’
The controversy generated by ‘‘512

Hours,’’ the first performancework that
Ms. Abramovic has presented in a Brit-
ish gallery, is nothing new for the artist,
who has been criticized for appearing to
relish the fame that has accompanied
her success and has seen Lady Gaga
come to her for instruction and Jay-Z
take inspiration fromherwork. ‘‘It’s the
Emperor’s New Clothes,’’ a journalist
muttered at the press conference, as
Ms. Abramovic spoke of her desire to
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create a ‘‘charismatic space’’ in the gal-
lery, and of the work she has done in
Brazil to learn how to receive and trans-
mit energy.
Yet, despite the criticism, there is no

question of her influence in the art
world and beyond. As well as the Ser-
pentine show, there are currently retro-
spectives of her work in Jevnaker, Nor-
way, and Málaga, Spain, where, Ms.
Abramovic said, over 3,000 people
turned up for the opening.
‘‘I have moved from an art structure

to a larger one,’’ Ms. Abramovic said.
‘‘ ‘The Artist is Present’ somehow took
me into that other territory. This is not a
public who usually go tomuseums, they
are super-young, and I become for them
some kind of example of things they
want to know. I think there is an enor-
mous need to be in contact with the
artist. It is a huge responsibility, there
are huge expectations. It does not make
my ego bigger, it givesmemore to do.’’

MARCO ANELLI

‘‘The solution was simple;
to take away even the few
things I had there— the
chair, the structure of sitting
and looking.’’
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